Lodge and camping safaris
• beach holidays on Zanzibar • Mafia • Pemba
• active holidays • special interest
• mountain climbing
• off the beaten track travelling
Tailored and innovative adventures

Are you in need of partnering up with a proactive and personal adventure company? Tanzania Adventure have an extensive program which can be tailor made into the minutest detail. Since we love Tanzania, its people and wildlife, we are personally committed to share country and the experience with our guests.

Own properties

Tanzania Adventure is a local company, founded in 2004 by experienced members of the travel industry with many years’ experience in leading safaris throughout Tanzania. We deal with all kind of lodge and camping safaris, beach holidays on Zanzibar, Mafia, Pemba, mountain climbing, active holidays and special interest tours. We use no subcontractors and we have our own properties: a tented camp in the Serengeti Mapito Tented Camp and a luxury boutique hotel on Zanzibar -The Zanzibari. Furthermore we have our own Spice Restaurant at the Spice Farm near Stone Town.

Expert guides

Our guides are all trained professionals and speak English, Swahili, German, Italian, French and Spanish. They are expert game trackers with extensive knowledge about wildlife, birds, geography, flora and fauna as well as an insightful awareness of the people and their history and culture. Above all, our guides possess a sincere respect and appreciation for the environment, the wildlife, and the natural wonders that make Tanzania the amazing place that it is.

Safari for a reason

For us it is important to contribute to the community that we belong to and the country we explore, see page 10. So when travelling with Tanzania Adventure you do it for a reason. We are complying with the rules of the association of Responsible Tourism Tanzania, www.rttz.org.
Our adventures

Safari and Zanzibar Beach
Honeymoon Safari
Kilimanjaro
Great Northen Circuit Safari
Kilimanjaro Climb – Machame Route
Selous Game Reserve Safari
Luxury Selous Game Reserve
Serengeti National Park
Ngorongoro Conservation Area
Lake Manyara National Park
Tarangire National Park
Arusha National Park
Selous Game Reserve
Mikumi National Park
The Ruaha National Park
Katavi National Park
Best of South Safari
Western Circuit Safari – Katavi and Mahale
Best Kenya and Tanzania
Zanzibar Culture and Sunny Beach
Accommodation
Beach Accommodation
Pemba Island
Mafia Island

All our adventures above can be combined and tailor made
A safari is just not only a safari

A safari can be many things - all depending on what you want to achieve. Budget luxury, tent, lodge, camping? What safari destinations and how many do you want to see? Fly or drive in? Honeymoon or family? Professional photography or photography for fun?

The combination of safari destinations and adventures in the amazing country Tanzania is endless. For us a safari is about finding out what you prefer and propose accordingly. And we are proud to be subjective - we know what works and where you get the best value for money. And we are happy to share.

In other words - get involved with a safari company that cares about you and your safari. For that we do not charge any extra. We just want you to love the country as we do.
Golf at the foothills of Kilimanjaro

Tanzania Adventure spends a lot of time in the country to find new adventures. Lately we have investigated the possibility to come to Tanzania to play Golf. Our guess is that we are the first company offering golf travelling within Tanzania. The perfect combination with safari, Kilimanjaro and Zanzibar Beach— or as a stand-alone trip.
Strong in group handling. Very strong.

28 years of experience in group handling have thought us what can go wrong- and how to avoid it. Double check and triple check is one quality rule we can reveal.

Groups need special treatment, else it could be annoying for everyone. We know where to find the most efficient group handling buy reception and restaurant. We know which lodges to use to avoid administration such as complicated check in cards. If you need special size areas with a cozy feeling we know where to find them.

With Tanzania Adventure your tour leader gets a seat free of charge, a local telephone and internet if needed.

In case of emergency all our customers are insured with a flying doctor service.

They get first aid on the spot and a flight to the nearest hospital in case of emergency.

All our cars are equipped with cooler boxes to get chilled mineral water throughout the safari. They also have first aid kits, radios, power sockets, binoculars field guides and functioning safety belts.
Family safaris? check. strong there too.

That we can say without a doubt. We have ten years of experience in travelling with kids. We know how to act in order to keep everyone happy. We know the special lodges with big enough rooms to accommodate a family, we know the lodges with a flexible price policy and lots of other places where children and active families are welcome. And we have full understanding of which lodges are children safe and with special features. Of course safety is always first priority when it comes to kids.

Also we understand the importance of an itinerary with few changes. We recommend max 3-4 different accommodations and at least two nights in every place to allow for maximum relaxation.

And children are restless; they want to go out of the car. That is why we enrich our family itineraries with non-wildlife activities allowing the children to go out of the vehicle as often as possible. Jungle walks, bicycling, beadings with maasai, rock climbing, canoeing and making fire are some of the activities.

So, in other words, putting your family customers in our hands is a good way to keep them happy.
Tanzania - immensely diverse

Lying just south of the equator, Tanzania is East Africa’s largest country, and an immensely rewarding place to visit. There are several world-famous attractions, including the plains of the Serengeti with its migration of herds of wildebeest and zebras, Ngorongoro Crater, snow-capped Mount Kilimanjaro, and Zanzibar, with its idyllic palm-fringed beaches and historical Stone Town. Further, Lake Victoria, on the Kenya-Uganda-Tanzania border, is the largest lake in Africa and is traditionally named as the source of the Nile.

Almost everywhere you go you will find interesting wildlife and inspiring landscape (over 40% of the country is protected in some form or other) ranging from forest-covered volcanic peaks to dusty savannah populated by elephants, antelopes, lions, leopard and cheetahs… Tanzania is one of the four most naturally diverse nations on earth: it contains Africa’s second largest number of bird species (around 1500), the continent’s biggest mammal population and a 75% of East Africa’s plant species (over 10,000).

Add to this the country’s rich ethnic diversity, some superb hiking and other activities like snorkeling and diving, and you have the makings of a holiday of a lifetime. The climate of Tanzania ranges from hot and humid on the coast, to a more temperate climate in the elevated center of the country.
Our team

Tanzania Adventure has about 35 employees all devoted to fulfill every expectation of our customers. Below is a few from our core team.

Our guides

are all trained professionals and speak English, Swahili, German, Italian, French and Spanish. They are expert game trackers with extensive knowledge about wildlife, geography, flora and fauna as well as an insightful awareness of the people and their history and culture. Above all, our guides possess a sincere respect and appreciation for the environment, the wildlife, and the natural wonders that make Tanzania the amazing place that it is.

Ronny Bender

, Founder, created the company in 2004 with his partner Gibson and Rashid. Before that he worked 3 years on Zanzibar in different tourism positions. He was responsible for client handling, website and marketing. Today he is responsible for Tanzania Adventures properties, i.e. Mapito Tented Camp, the Zanzibari Hotel and Milele Villas. Starting with only 2 staff, Gibson and Ronny have built up the company to its current importance.

Gibson Meseieyeki

, Founder of the company in 2004 together with Ronny and Rashid, is originally from the maasai tribe. Gibsons main focus is supervising Mapito Tented Camp in Serengeti and ensuring the benefits for the local community of the project. He is also supervising the daily operation at our Arusha office.

Iddi Salum Ali

, brother of the late Rashid, one of our co-founders. Iddi is in charge of our Zanzibar office taking care of all aspects of the daily operations. He ensures all reservations are in place and all transfers and tours are conducted. With a high level of customer care he guarantees satisfied visitors.
Safari for a reason

For us it is important to contribute to the community that we belong to and the country we explore. So when travelling with Tanzania Adventure you do it for a reason. We are complying to the rules of the association of Responsible Tourism Tanzania, www.rttz.org.

Below are some of the projects which we are supporting:

**Nkoaranga coffee farmers**
Nkoaranga is a small village hosting small scale coffee farmers converting from conventional to organic coffee farming. We bring groups here and a share of the money goes into the community.

**Doctors in the local hospital**
We brought in doctors from UK to stay in Mapito for free and to do work in the local hospital.

**Cycle charity- health improvement**
A found raising cycle charity open to any person over the age of 18 who wishes to join and will commit to raising the minimum sponsorship. The aim is to raise money for HIPZ, the Health Improvement Project Zanzibar with the primary aim of establishing a unique partnership with the Zanzibar Government to improve healthcare in Zanzibar.

Tanzania Adventure is doing all arrangements for this cycle charity.

**Maasai School in Arusha**
We are currently building a school for maasai children in Arusha.

**Local village tours**
Tanzania Wellness, TAWESO, is the name of a small local group close to Lake Manyara. They do local village- and bike tours with heart and soul. Tanzania Adventures sends groups here.

**Mulala village**
Mulala is a small village to which we bring visitors who are interested in local encounters. In the village there is a women’s group, centered around Mama Anna, that do dairy products, honey, coffee and much more. We buy food to be served in our own Mapito Lodge.

**Mapito school**
In the nearby village Robanda, close to our own lodge Mapito Tented Camp, we support the village school in various ways. Just recently we built a dispensary and right now we are building a new school building.

**Mapito Lodge**

**Karibuni Children Center in Karatu**
This orphanage currently provides a sheltered accommodation for 12 children aged from four to nine years. It is the purpose of Karibuni e.V. to give the orphans the chance of a self-determined life by educating and promoting them individually. TA brings groups and individuals and for each visitor we pay a certain contribution.
http://www.karibuni-ev.de

**Shanga Shangaa**
Shanga Shangaa is a small business employing 42 disabled, mute and deaf people based near Arusha in Tanzania. The company produces a range of beautiful necklaces made from beads and a selection of silk, kanga, chiffon and voile colored fabrics. Tanzania Adventure supports this business by going there for tours and having coffee, lunch and buying gifts.
http://www.theafricahouse.com/shanga-shangaa-tanzania

**Karibuni Children Center in Karatu**
This orphanage currently provides a sheltered accommodation for 12 children aged from four to nine years. It is the purpose of Karibuni e.V. to give the orphans the chance of a self-determined life by educating and promoting them individually. TA brings groups and individuals and for each visitor we pay a certain contribution.
http://www.karibuni-ev.de
### Contact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tanzania Adventure</th>
<th>Zanzibar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arusha (Sekei, Opposite Big Y Club)</td>
<td>Zanzibar (Mbweni, Chukwani Road)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:booking@tanzania-adventure.com">booking@tanzania-adventure.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.tanzania-adventure.com">www.tanzania-adventure.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEL. +255 (0) 684762399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ronny Bender**

- Ronny’s direct line: +255 777 413915
- ronny@tanzania-adventure.com
- Skype: ronnybender
- Tel Europe: +49 7725 4823898 (skype number)